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Pino Poggi

Biography

1939

Born on 4th March, in Genoa, Italy.

1954

Directs and organizes the cultural centre Boom in Genoa, Bocadasse.

1955–1961

Studies sculpture as student of prof. Alfieri at the Academia di belle arti di Genova; Works on several 

tombstones, public sculptures and monuments in Genoa; Participation in first trade union exhibitions 

and in regional art shows; Learns to sculpture with iron while working with sculptor G. Consoli; Starts 

writing, composing and performing protest-songs.

1961–1962 

Military service at Vercelli; Starts writing poetry; Becomes editor at the paper il gavettone; Starts to get 

interested in visual jokes, satire and caricature; Studies palaeontology; Starts to interest himself for 

politics.

1962–1966

Assists Prof. Garaventa at Academia di belle arti di Genova to teach modelling figures and sculpturing; 

Participation in national wide solo and group exhibitions, first international exhibitions; Studies 

archeology and futurology; Starts participating in social-critical theatres, writes theatre plays and 

designs the scenography; Studies sculpturing with wood and at G. Ziveri's studio, learns how to work 

with ceramic; Becomes member of the P. S. I. and starts participating in the political life of the party; 

Gets arrested during a demonstration against the extreme right; Leaves the P.S.I.; Starts working on 

Alphabet sculptures and writes Manifest Arte Utile (AU); Travels to Yugoslavia (Maribor, Ruse, Slovenj 

Gradec) and first contact with Slovenian artists S. Batic, T. Lapajne and Slavko Tihec; Moves from 

Genova to Maribor; Shares an atelier with Slavko Tihec at Ruse for almost one year; Continues working 

on the AU Alphabet and gets interested in furniture; First concepts of Archisculpture and AU Designs; 
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Starts writing short stories and continues to write poetry and theatre plays; Teaches a group of students

theatre at the Middle-school in Ruse.

1967

Marries his wife Tanja and moves to Frankfurt, Germany where he teaches technical drawing, figurative 

graphic and modelling; Continues writing various literature especially critical theatre and protest-songs; 

Works as interior designer and starts interesting himself for landscape design and botanic; First 

futurological concepts like Citta, casa nel futuro and first artist books/ book sculptures are realized.

1968

Moving to Regensburg, Germany he works as graphic designer at the Pustet Verlag; In this time he 

develops the AU Process and organises first public interventions and actions against ecological 

pollution in Munich.

1969

Birth of his daughter Brina; Studies and sketches to Montagna, casa nel futuro; AU Action A Tribute to a

Tree (London); Realisation of the AU-Alphabet S-sculpture in Slovenj Gradec; Cooperation with the 

pedagogical group Keks, Munich.

1970–71

Realization of the AU-Alphabet H-fountain in Stadtpark Regensburg; Finishes the two social-critical 

theatres Un problema attuale and Donna, uomo e bambino; Lectures about ecological pollution and 

urban life at the Akademie der bildenden Künste, Munich; Several AU actions with his students in 

Munich.

1972–73

He is director of the pedagogical institute Spielbus in Munich; AU-actions and happenings at 

Olympiaberg with children and adults; Takes part at the lnformelles Treffen junger europäischer Künstler,

sponsored by cultural programme of 1972 Munich Olympics, at Kunstverein Munich; Designs several 

roof terraces and gardens in Genoa (Freschi, Winderling, Moradei, Costa) and moves for studies to 

London; Guest of Eduardo Paolozzi at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts; Turns down an offer to teach at 

the Chelsea College; Designs the scenery for Peter Handke's play Das Mündel will Vormund sein 

performed by the Middlesex Polytechnic Drama Group; Takes part at several meetings as a referent for 

Social Aesthetics; Works on models for children playgrounds and his artist books Mi consumo and Io mi

consumo.
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1974–76

Birth of his son Rado Carlo; Several AU-actions in Munich; Advisor to the Yugoslav art board and 

commissar of the international art exhibition PEACE 75 on occasion of the 30th anniversary of the United

Nations; Opens his almost three year lasting experimental space Raum AU in Regensburg; Moves to a 

house in outskirts of Regensburg in 1976; Takes part at the Documenta 6 with ARTE UTILE where he 

realizes an AU Process.

1978–80

Works with the Institution Pedagogische Aktion; Action in Munich, Neu-Perlach (documented in the 

book Ein AU Process); Several AU Processes all over Germany follow; Co-initiates an open letter on the 

situation of arts in Munich also signed by: Ugo Dossi, Hetum Gruber, Annalies Klophaus, Nikolaus Lang,

Friedericke Petzold and Rainer Wittenborn; This results in the exhibition Von der Freiheit des 

abhängigen Künstlers oder von der Abhängigkeit des freien Künstlers, Galerie Dany Keller, Munich. 

1981–84 

Directs film in Genoa; Closes his space due to organizational problems with exhibition Social Art at 

Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art Koroška, Slovenj Gradec; Writes concept for exhibition noi 

altri – wir anderen at Städtische Galerie Regensburg, Germany; AU processes in Munich, Salerno, 

Naples; Writes screenplay and art-directs movie Begegnung mit der Realität (Meeting with reality) 

directed by Andrej Mlakar; Works on several AU Environments.

1985–86

Several Slovenian film projects; continues studies on several AU Environments; Writes poetry and other 

critical texts; Discovers sculpturing again.

1991

Solo exhibition in Langenfeld, Germany organised by Helmut Schneider; Gets opportunity to display his 

AU-works in public around the city far away from usual art-spaces; Receives entry in the famous 

encyclopedia Brockhaus.

1992–95

Art director of Slovenian film Halgato directed by Andrej Mlakar; Invited by Dr. Elmar Zorn, to take part in

series of lectures on topic of Global transfer (at University of Applied Arts Vienna); Senior lecturer for 

management in social aesthetics in Linz and Gmunden, Austria.
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1996

Buys a piece of land on Sicily to develop a landscape AU environment; Later names it Contrada Priore; 

Continous studyies of various mythologies where especially greek and roman ones serve as conceptual 

starting point of his AU Environments

1997–99

President of jury at the exhibition The Artist and the Urban Environment Museum of Modern and 

Contemporary Art Koroška, Slovenj Gradec. He continues working on his monumental AU-Landscape 

Contrada Priore in Sicily, while his wife becomes ill and has to go through various medical treatments. 

2000

His wife Tanja dies and as homage he realizes a retrospective in the Museum of Modern and 

Contemporary Art Koroška, Slovenj Gradec. During the exhibition many of his protest songs of the 

1970ies were sung, poetry read and theatre played. In occurrence of 40th anniversary of GSF Research 

centre in Neuherberg, Munich Dr. Elmar Zorn, in the name of the Museumdienste Berlin (MD), initiates a 

discussion on the theme How useful art can and is allowed to be? A dialog between art and science. 

Arte Utile becomes the starting point of this discussion.

2001–04

Some of his protest songs are sung with the support of Viktor Vaupot, Tone Gašper, Heinz Grobmeier 

and Pavel Štumberger, and recorded by the Slovenian chorus Oktet Lesna. Pino Poggi now works and 

lives in Agrigento/ Comitini, Sicily and Regensburg, Germany. He meets his new spouse Rosi.

2005–09

He transfers his German atelier from an industrial complex to a old castle in Hexenagger, Germany and 

moves during the summer month to his spouse Rosi. He starts painting and works a lot on the design 

concept One cut or no cut, even when he exhibits almost exclusively AU-Environments. A publication 

honouring his monumental AU-Landscape Contrada Priore is published as an anniversary publication 

for the artists 70th anniversary. 
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2010–13

Several AU-Environments, conceived in the 1980ies, are realised and his artist books/book sculptures 

gain lots of attention and are shown at several occasions. He works on new AU-Environments, creates 

new artist books and enlarges his estate in Sicily. Since 2012 he regularly hosts architectural and 

landscape-design students in his Contrada Priore in Agrigento, Sicily for educational aims. The Van 

Abbe Museum in Eindhoven organises the Museum of Arte Util, where Pino Poggi is rediscovered and 

confirmed the first to systematize the Arte Utile idea in 1965.

2014–18

He works mostly on AU-Environments and also supports raum AU, the association run by his son in 

Slovenj Gradec, Slovenia, mentoring the transformation process of his AU Process to a systematic 

method of communication. Some of his old sculptures are installed in public places in Slovenia and the 

archiving of his AU-work opus starts. Several pedagogical concepts of Pino Poggi are realized in 

Slovenj Gradec with the local school centre.
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